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  Due to the numerous researches done by global human rights 
organizations, situation of women in Afghanistan is one of the worst in the 
world. History shows that once given rights we should not take it for 
granted. The same exact thing is a case of Afghan women, who struggle 
with injustice caused by patriarchy. The country itself has a complicated 
situation in the moment due to the war with US and possible domestic war 
on the horizon. Such events have an enormous impact on people’s lives, 
especially while their freedom and rights depend on the outside. But this is 
a reality for Afghan women who have suffered from Taliban’s dictatorship 
for a long time, and still are. 
  In 1996-2001 Taliban were in charge in Afghanistan. They used to have an 
opinion of saviors, as they seized power in times of war and managed to 
establish peace. However, their orthodox beliefs based on Pashtunwali, 
ancient code of honor, became the reason of numerous reforms, many 
interfering with women’s rights. First, they banned education for girls and 

women, then work. The 
o n l y c a r e e r t h a t 
h a p p e n e d t o b e 
available for women 
was medicine, since 
Afghan women could 
not visit a male doctor. 
I t was a dramat ic 
change, but not the 
most outrageous one. 
Women were forbidden 
to leave their house 
w i t h o u t a m a l e 
co mp an io n , w h ich 

often left some of them (for example widows) incapable of normal 
functioning. Not only could not they leave the house on their own, but also 
had to wear a burqa, a traditional outer garment which covers the body and 
the face. It was a huge interference with women’s freedom, especially their 
physical integrity. A burqa at the time was worn by women living in rural 
areas, but was not popular at all in urban centers. Therefore women living 
in big cities had a hard time adapting to the new reality - that is why they 
started to create secret classes, conspire against Taliban and help each 
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other. Many left Afghanistan, but those who stayed had an impact on the 
change that came with constitution in 2004.  
  At the times of Talibans 80% of girls and women were illiterate. The post-
Taliban constitution gave women all kind of rights, but only 40-50% of 
them attend to school. Why the numbers are so low? Why so many girls 
still do not have proper education? The liberal law gave them rights, but 
only on paper - at the same time it did not match with society’s 
conservative worldview. Technically the constitution said about the 
freedom of speech, religion, the right to education and work, the parity in 
parlament, but ideas were more progressive than people, therefore 
powerful groups of traditionalist tried to curb them. The situation of 
Afghan women is unique because it is not the formality that enables them 
to live their life to the fullest, but patriarchal beliefs of their families. Not 
many women get to go to a university 
or work at high positions, and if they 
do, every one of them has a long 
history of fight with men, fathers or 
brothers to achieve it. Choice is a 
luxury and not every one can afford 
it. 
  How many more countries function 
under such f ict ion? I t seems 
frustrating that possibly the most 
powerful tool which is law cannot 
change the Afghan reality. Women 
now live under fear because the 
probability of domestic war and come 
back of Taliban is high, which is why 
many emancipated ones consider 
leaving. That is an understandable 
move since nobody should expect from them 
more heroism - they already paid for freedom. Because every one of them 
has their own story of a fight. 
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